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Abstract 
Various retirement homes are already using prototypes of curing robots to help nurses in their 
daily work. Artificial intelligence is used to analyze medical images regarding different types 
of cancer. New antibiotics are discovered with the help of AI applications. These are just few 
examples of the application of artificial intelligence in medicine, which illustrates that in the 
near future there will be an increasing use of the technologies to improve health care. 
The goal of this research is to determine how digital technologies and artificial intelligence 
can be integrated into everyday medical life in order to both improve medical standards and 
meet ethical values. To this end, design options for an AI-supported health care system are 
presented. 
The research question is answered by means of sub-questions. It is shown in which areas of 
medicine AI is applied, which advantages are offered by the application and which ethical 
questions arise. Furthermore, it is explained which requirements AI applications must meet 
in order to comply with ethical values and how these requirements can be met. 
To answer the questions, an extensive literature research has been conducted. Reference was 
also made to a study carried out by PwC in 2018, which primarily deals with digitalization 
in patient consultations and the use of new technologies in the health care system. The re-
search has shown that AI promises great potential in the field of medicine, but above all raises 
questions about transparency, data protection and social acceptance. 
On this basis, it is advisable to develop EU-wide strategies for the use of AI in medicine to 
ensure that ethical requirements for the systems are met. 
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1 Introduction 
Artificial intelligence is not science fiction anymore ± it is transforming our everyday lives, 
although most people are barely aware of it.1 AI is developing fast and will improve health 
care, for example by the introduction of curing robots, enabling better prevention of diseases 
or making diagnoses more precise. These are just few examples of what AI is capable of. 
Examples, which are not imaginable today, will follow. In late February 2020, it was an-
nounced that artificial intelligence had discovered a promising new antibiotic against multi-
resistant germs. This new substance is probably one of the most effective antibiotics discov-
ered so far, thanks to artificial intelligence.2 
The topic of AI iV highl\ UeleYanW and of high pXblic inWeUeVW in Woda\¶V ZoUld. Onl\ on Whe 
19th of February 2020 the EU commission published a white paper on artificial intelligence 
aV a EXUopean appUoach Wo e[cellence and WUXVW. ³ThiV WhiWe PapeU pUeVenWV polic\ opWions to 
enable a trustworthy and secure development of AI in Europe, in full respect of the values 
and UighWV of EU ciWi]enV.´3 
1.1 Problem Statement 
This research work is aimed at answering the question of how digital technologies and 
artificial intelligence can be integrated into everyday medical life in order to both improve 
medical standards and meet ethical values at the same time. The goal of the research is to 
develop shaping options that protect ethical values in the implementation of artificial 
intelligence. Thus, an overview of the current state of research and development of artificial 
intelligence applications in medicine is given. Based on the application in different areas of 
health care, it is analyzed which requirements are to be met for all AI applications in medicine 
and recommendations for action and shaping options for an AI-supported health care system 
are given. The shaping options consider the quality of data, validation and implementation 
of AI applications as well as a political and social framework. To carry out this research and 
fulfil the objective, the following research questions will be addressed: 
1. In which areas of health care can AI be used and how can it improve medical care? 
 
1 Cf. PwC (2017a), p. 4. 
2 Cf. Stokes et al. (2020), p. 688. 
3 European Commission (2019), p. 1. 
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2. Which ethical questions arise when using AI applications in medicine? 
3. Which requirements must the systems meet in order to be applied in the medical field 
without far-reaching consequences? 
4. How can these requirements be met? 
1.2 Structure of the thesis 
This study is divided into a total of seven chapters. The structure is presented in Table 1 
below, segregating the input on the left side from the output on the right. This will help the 
reader to understand the structure and the relevance of the chapters to each other. 
Table 1: Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
AXWhoU¶V inWeUeVW and backgUoXnd Problem identification, possible research questions 
and problem statement 
Ļ 
Chapter 2: Foundations of Artificial Intelligence 
Books, articles Basic knowledge of the topic, important milestones 
Ļ 
Chapter 3: Foundations of Digital Ethics 
Books, articles, conference contribution Basic knowledge of the topic 
Ļ 
Chapter 4: Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 
Findings from press releases, articles and studies Overview on current state of research in AI applica-
tions in different areas of health care 
Ļ 
Chapter 5: Digital Ethic Aspects for the Application of AI Technologies in Medicine 
Findings from previous chapters and studies Digital ethical questions and challenges for AI appli-
cations 
Ļ 
Chapter 6: Shaping Options for an AI-supported Health Care System 
Articles Outline on requirements for AI applications and pro-
vision of shaping options and frameworks 
Ļ 
Chapter 7: Conclusion 
Findings from preceding chapters Formation of an opinion based on analysis 
 
Source: Own representation of thesis structure 
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In the beginning, research questions are formulated based on personal interest of the author 
and research methodology is presented. Foundations of artificial intelligence and digital eth-
ics, including current definitions and the most significant milestones in history are considered 
after. Chapter 3 on digital ethics is intended to provide a brief insight into possible areas of 
digital ethics, as the thesis mainly deals with the use of artificial intelligence in medicine. 
Still it is relevant to also address issues as autonomous driving or algorithmic decision sys-
tems. Subsequently, an overview on the current state of research in AI applications in the 
different areas of health care is given in chapter 4. Digital ethical questions and challenges 
of these applications are outlined in the subsequent chapter and the thesis is completed by 
the presentation of a digital ethic framework. 
1.3 Research methodology 
This work is a theoretical research work and the research process was started in January 2020 
when the author took interest in the selected topic. In the beginning, the literature was 
reviewed thoroughly and the necessary background knowledge was gathered. Throughout 
the study, the content was reviewed and refined according to the objective and research 
questions. Data was gathered in the form of existing material, books, articles and surveys. 
The research on artificial intelligence is largely based on a modern approach by Stuart Russel 
and Peter Norvig. Their literature served to give a general overview on the topic and on the 
current state of research. It also helped to analyze the most important milestones in history, 
but older works were used to gain deeper insights into the respective milestones. 
Digital ethics is a relatively new topic, which was first discussed in 2009 by Capurro. 
Numerous committees are currently dealing with questions of digital ethics and the use of 
aUWificial inWelligence in medicine, foU e[ample Whe ³DaWeneWhikkommiVion deU deXWVchen 
BXndeVUegieUXng´, Whe GeUman EWhicV CoXncil oU Whe IniWiaWiYe D21. BaVed on WheiU 
publications, information on digital ethics regarding artificial intelligence in medicine was 
obtained. 
2 Foundations of Artificial Intelligence 
With a view on the whole topic of this thesis, it is important to first give a theoretical frame 
on artificial intelligence (AI). Chapter 2 is designed to give definitions on intelligence, arti-
ficial inWelligence and a model called ³TXUing TeVW´ Zhich eVWabliVheV a connecWion beWZeen 
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the two terms. Furthermore, the most significant milestones in the history of AI as well as 
different learning methods of the systems are indicated. 
2.1 Intelligence 
In order to provide a definition on artificial intelligence, it is necessary to give an explanation 
about intelligence in general. What is intelligence and which characteristics must be given to 
presume a subject or an object as intelligent? 
The Vcience aUoXnd inWelligence addUeVVeV Whe field of pV\cholog\ aV Zell aV philoVoph\. ³In 
the last 3,000 years of the written word, intelligence has been defined in multiple ways, in-
cluding the capacity for abstract thought, understanding, communication, planning, learning, 
UeaVoning, and, moVW impoUWanWl\, pUoblem VolYing.´4 Nevertheless, there is no universal def-
inition of the term.5 The following definitions provide an overview on the characteristics of 
an intelligent subject or object and are basis for the definition of artificial intelligence. 
The German psychologist and philosopher William Stern formulated a definition on intelli-
gence about 100 years ago. Translated freely, his German definition means that intelligence 
is the general ability of an individual to consciously adjust his thinking to new demands, and 
that it is the general mental adaptability to new tasks and conditions of life.6 In 1944, the 
Romanian-AmeUican pV\chologiVW DaYid WechVleU defined inWelligence aV ³Whe aggUegaWe oU 
global capacity of the individual to act purposefully, to think rationally and to deal effectively 
ZiWh hiV enYiUonmenW.´7 Although it is hard to find one single definition for the widely used 
term, it is useful to illustrate the characteristics of an intelligent subject or object in order to 
define proper boundaries for the concept and to conclude in a definition for artificial intelli-
gence. Based on the given definitions, following capabilities define a subject or an object as 
intelligent: 
x Adequate response to environmental stimuli 
x Readjustment of reactions in case of an inadequate response 
 
4 Goldstein (2015), p. 1. 
5 Cf. Goldstein (2015), p. 1. 
6 Cf. Stern (1912), p. 3. 
7 Wechsler (1944), p. 3. 
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2.2 Artificial Intelligence 
In 1983, Elaine Rich defined artificial intelligence, being a subarea of informatics8, aV ³Whe 
VWXd\ of hoZ Wo make compXWeUV do WhingV aW Zhich, aW Whe momenW, people aUe beWWeU.´9 
Therefore, it can be interpreted that artificial intelligence is the study of how to automate 
human intelligent behavior. Richs definition provides a good outline on the underlying con-
tent of AI, since it is not possible to give a precise definition of the term, as scientists already 
fail to find an exact definition for intelligence.10 Considering the given definitions of intelli-
gence, it is still possible to outline capabilities of a system in order to call it an artificial 
intelligence system: 
x Processing of natural language in order to communicate successfully 
x Storage of data and knowledge 
x Automatic logical reasoning to respond adequately to environmental stimuli 
x Capability of learning for readjustment of reactions11 
The mentioned characteristics were also examined by Alan Turing, who developed an 
intelligence test for machines, as explained in chapter 2.2.1. 
2.2.1 The Turing Test 
In 1950, Turing proposed to ask whether machines could pass a behavioral intelligence test. 
He introduced the Imitation Game, which is known as the Turing Test today, in his article 
³CompXWing MachineU\ and InWelligence´. In Whe ImiWaWion Game, a digiWal compXWeU (A) and 
a person (B) have to have a five-minute conversation with another person (C). This person 
C, the interrogator, has to ask questions and has to distinguish between the digital computer 
and the human being. The digital computer passes the test if it can deceive the interlocutor in 
30 per cent of the cases.12, 13 Figure 1 provides a short overview on how the Imitation Game 
looks like. 
 
8 Cf. Kirste / Schürholz (2019), p. 21. 
9 Rich (1983), p. 1. 
10 Cf. Kirste / Schürholz (2019), p. 21. 
11 Cf. Russel, / Norvig (2011), p. 23. 
12 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 1177. 
13 Cf. Turing (1950), p. 433. 
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TXUing pUedicWed ³WhaW in aboXW fifW\ \eaUV¶ time it will 
be possible to programme computers, with a storage 
capacity of about 109 [binary digits], to make them 
play the imitation game so well that an average inter-
rogator will not have more than 70 per cent, chance of 
making the right identification after five minutes of 
questioning.´14 This prognosis is not fulfilled yet, 
which can be seen as a proof of the complexity of hu-
man intelligence. 
Nevertheless, in 2008 six Artificial Conversational 
EnWiWieV came cloVe Wo paVVing TXUing¶V WeVW in an e[peUiment at the University of Reading. 
All compeWing applicaWionV ³managed Wo fool aW leaVW one of WheiU hXman inWeUUogaWoUV. BXW 
none could pass the threshold set by Turing in 1950 of fooling 30 per cent of the human 
interrogators. The winning machine, known as Elbot, could only achieve a 25 per cent suc-
ceVV UaWe.´15 
2.2.2 Weak and Strong AI Applications 
Another considerable point when talking about artificial intelligence is the differentiation 
between weak and strong AI systems. The following table illustrates contrasts between the 
two types of systems. 
Table 2: Differences Between Weak and Strong AI Applications 
Weak AI applications Strong AI applications 
No imitation; targeted development of algorithms 
for problem statements 
Imitation of human behavior 
No consciousness and empathy Consciousness and empathy as constructive charac-
teristics 
Technically feasible Technically not advanced enough 
 
Source: Cf. Buxmann / Schmidt (2019), p. 6f. 
Table 2 shows that the main difference between weak and strong AI applications is the con-
sciousness of the system. However, there are no known research-projects which come close 
 
14 Turing (1950), p. 442. 
15 Alleyne (2008) 
Figure 1: Turing's Imitation Game 
Source: Own representation based on Turing, 
(1950), p. 433. 
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to strong AI applications.16 The fact that machines do not really think and do not have con-
sciousness but simulate thinking, was already predicted by Turing when referring to a speech 
of GeoffUe\ JeffeUVon in 1949: ³NoW XnWil a machine can ZUiWe a VonneW oU compoVe a conceUWo 
because of thoughts and emotions felt, and no by the chance fall of symbols, could we agree 
that machine equals brain ± WhaW iV, noW onl\ ZUiWe iW bXW knoZ WhaW iW had ZUiWWen iW.´17 
2.3 The Milestones of Artificial Intelligence 
In chapter 2.3 significant milestones in the history of AI are outlined. It has to be mentioned, 
that these milestones are just selected points in history and do not explain the whole history 
of artificial intelligence. More they should be considered as a general overview. This chapter 
is completed by Table 6 in the Appendix A (p. 49). 
Between 1943 and 1955 the maturing process of AI took place. In 1943, Warren McCulloch 
and Walter Pitts developed a model of artificial neurons to show that the interconnection of 
binaU\ neXUonV can UepUeVenW Vimple pUopoViWional logic fXncWionV (e.g. AND, OR, NOT«). 
This model is the first one recognized as artificial intelligence today. They claimed that all 
appropriately defined networks can be capable of learning. Based on this model, Donald 
Hebb demonstrated that learning in the human brain can be represented as a mathematical 
product. This model is still powerful and referred to as Hebbian theory.18 In 1950, Alan Tu-
ring proposed a solution to the problem of when we can say that a system constructed by a 
human designer is intelligent. As already mentioned in chapter 2.2.1, he proposed the Imita-
tion Game as a solution to this question and therefore defines machine intelligence.19 
With the conference at Dartmouth College in 1956, this year is considered as the birth of 
artificial intelligence. John McCarthy requested funding for a summer seminar for about ten 
participants and formally proposed the project in August 1955. The proposal introduces the 
WeUm aUWificial inWelligence: ³We pUopoVe WhaW a 2 monWh, 10 man study of artificial intelligence 
be carried out during the summer of 1956 at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire. 
The study is to proceed on the basis of the conjecture that every aspect of learning or any 
other feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described that a machine can be 
made to simulate it. An attempt will be made to find how to make machines use language, 
 
16 Cf. Kirste / Schürholz (2019), p. 115f. 
17 Jefferson (1949), p. 1110. 
18 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 39. 
19 Cf. Turing (1950), p. 441. 
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form abstractions and concepts, solve kinds of problems now reserved for humans, and im-
pUoYe WhemVelYeV.´20 At this conference, three scientists, Allen Newell, Herbert Simon and 
J.C. Shaw, introduced a program called Logic Theorist, which was able to verify and prove 
nearly 40 theorems included in Principia Mathematica.21 
The time period between 1952 and 1969 is characterized by early enthusiasm and high 
expectations. John McCarthy developed important contributions to artificial intelligence in 
1958. He defined the high-level programming language LISP, which became the predomi-
nant programming language of AI for the next 30 years. LISP is highly flexible and was 
invented for symbol manipulation.22 Furthermore, LISP includes garbage collection and 
therefore was the basis of a lot more programming languages introduced after.23 In the same 
year he launched an essay called Programs with Common Sense. In this essay he introduced 
the Advice Tracker, a hypothetical construct designed to use knowledge to solve problems. 
Different from the Logic Therapist, the program should make use of the general world 
knowledge.24 After further research of Newell, Simon and Shar, the General Problem 
Solver ZaV implemenWed one \eaU laWeU. ThiV V\VWem ZaV able Wo find paWhV in EXleU¶V pUoblem 
of the Königsberg bridges, playing the Towers of Hanoi puzzle or to solve symbolic integra-
tion and was able to imitate human thoughts.25  
In the time period between 1966 and 1973 scientists experienced reality, after they had high 
expectations into artificial intelligence applications. Their predictions and hopes in AI were 
not fulfilled although they put high investments into AI research. In 1957, Herbert Simon 
stated that in ten years, a computer will defeat the world chess champion. This prediction 
was not fulfilled within the next ten years, but after around 40 years. In this time period 
research on artificial intelligence mainly stopped, as some difficulties occurred. For example, 
there were high investments in general language translators, but most of these projects failed 
as they relied on simple syntactic transmissions and did not have any background knowledge, 
which is mandatory for a reasonable translation. In addition, it turned out that the problems 
 
20 McCarthy et al. (1955), p. 1. 
21 Cf. McCorduck (1987), p. 106. 
22 Cf. McCarthy (1960), p. 184f. 
23 Cf. McCarthy (1960), p. 193. 
24 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 42. 
25 Cf. FlasiĔski, (2016), p. 4. 
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which should be solved by AI were more complex than expected. That is why the support for 
most AI projects was discontinued, as they did not show the predicted success.26 
In 1969, the first successful knowledge-intensive system was developed by Ed Feigen-
baum, Bruce Buchanan and Joshua Lederberg, called DENDRAL, which was an intelligent 
assistant used in a narrow but very difficult area of responsibility. The expert system was 
developed to support human experts in the evaluation of mass spectroscopy data. DENDRAL 
was the first developed and used expert system, but a lot more followed.27 MYCIN is a sys-
tem to support the diagnosis of blood infections and its development was based on the expe-
riences of the development of DENDRAL. It was developed by Feigenbaum, Buchanan and 
Shortliffe, who managed to design a system which was able to be as good as some human 
experts and significantly better as young doctors.28 In 1984, Buchanan and Shortliffe ex-
plained the background of their developed system and stated that MYCIN is an expert sys-
Wem, Zhich iV ³deVigned (a) Wo pUoYide e[peUW-level solutions to complex problems, (b) to be 
XndeUVWandable, and (c) Wo be fle[ible enoXgh Wo accommodaWe neZ knoZledge eaVil\.´29 Fur-
WheUmoUe, Whe\ declaUed WhaW ³moVW XVeV of compXWeUV oYeU Whe laVW 40 \eaUV haYe been in 
numerical or data-pUoceVVing applicaWionV, bXW moVW of a peUVon¶V knoZledge of a subject like 
medicine is not mathematical or quantitative. It is symbolic knowledge, and it is used in a 
YaUieW\ of Za\V in pUoblem VolYing.´30 The presented expert systems are just two out of many 
developed systems in the time period between 1969 and 1979 and build the fundament of 
further AI research. 
With the announcement of the fifth-generation project in Japan in 1981, a ten-year-plan to 
build an intelligent computer under PROLOG, huge investments went into the development 
of artificial intelligence. Hundreds of companies developed expert systems, recognition sys-
tems, robotics as well as soft- and hardware. In 1980, John McDermott developed a program 
called R1 ³[«] WhaW configXUeV VAX-11/780 compXWeU V\VWemV. GiYen a cXVWomeU¶V oUdeU, iW 
determines what, if any, modifications have to be made to the order for reasons of systems 
functionality and produces a number of diagrams showing how the various components on 
 
26 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 45. 
27 Cf. McCorduck (1987), p. 258. 
28 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 47. 
29 Buchanan / Shortliffe (1984), p. 3. 
30 Buchanan, B. / Shortliffe (1984), p. 3. 
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Whe oUdeU aUe Wo be aVVociaWed.´31 The program was implemented and used on a regular basis 
b\ DigiWal EqXipmenW CoUpoUaWion¶V manXfacWXUing oUgani]aWion and VaYed moUe Whan 40 
million dollars per year for the company.32 
Mid of the 1980s, some scientist groups came back to backpropagation and neural net-
works, which was first introduced in 1969 by Bryson and Ho.33 Sejnowski and Rosenberg 
demonstrated what backpropagation is capable of performing by building a system called 
NETWalk, Zhich ZaV able Wo XndeUVWandabl\ Uead EngliVh We[WV aloXd fUom a We[W file. ³The 
model, [«], demonVWUaWeV WhaW a Uelatively small network can capture most of the significant 
regularities in English pronunciation as well as absorb many of the regulations. NETtalk can 
be trained on any dialect of any language and the resulting network can be implemented 
directly in hardwaUe.´34 Backpropagation has proven itself in various applications and is still 
continuously improved. 
Over the past 30 years, there were a lot of breakthroughs in artificial intelligence. Over the 
years, many scientists tried developing a program defeating a world chess champion. All of 
Whe compXWeU pUogUamV loVW. IBM ZoUked on a pUojecW called ³Deep BlXe´. In 1997, Deep 
Blue was able to defeat the world chess champion Garry Kasparov. The research on Deep 
BlXe ³gaYe deYelopeUV inVighW inWo Za\V Whe\ coXld deVign a computer to tackle complex 
problems in other fields, using deep knowledge to analyze a higher number of possible solu-
WionV.´35 In 2009, Google started developing self-driving cars. Six years later, in June 2015, 
they announced that its self-driving car project crossed the one-million-mile mark.36 In 2011, 
Whe compXWeU pUogUam ³WaWVon´ ZaV able Wo beaW WZo hXman championV on Whe WeleYiVion 
game VhoZ ³JeopaUd\!´. ThiV TV game VhoZ feaWXUeV a qXi] compeWiWion in Zhich paUWici-
pants have to formulate answers to general knowledge clues in the form of questions. Wat-
Von¶V VXcceVV in Whe TV VhoZ ZaV ³pUoof WhaW Whe compan\ haV Waken a big VWep WoZaUd a 
world in which intelligent machines will understand and respond to humans, and perhaps 
inevitable, replace some of Whem.´37 The win of an artificial intelligence application in the 
TV show illustrates that the applications are able to understand natural language and can 
 
31 McDermott (1980), Abstract. 
32 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 48. 
33 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 48. 
34 Sejnowski / Rosenberg (1986), p. 664. 
35 IBM (2011) 
36 Cf. Protalinski (2015) 
37 Markoff (2011) 
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anVZeU difficXlW qXeVWionV. 2017 ZaV a hXge mileVWone foU aUWificial inWelligence. Google¶V 
AlphaGo beaW Whe ZoUld¶V beVW pla\eU Ke Jie in Whe moVW complicaWed VWUaWeg\ board game 
Go.38 
2.4 Methods of Artificial Intelligence 
There are multiple of subareas and applications in the field of artificial intelligence. Of these, 
machine learning and deep learning are very popular nowadays and will be explained in the 
next chapters. 
2.4.1 Machine Learning 
The basic idea of machine learning is the following: If a computer program has a specific 
task, how do you get the program to learn from its own experience when handling the task 
and carry out the same task better in the future?39 Marr described the difference between 
artificial intelligence in general and Machine Learning (ML) ZiWh Va\ing WhaW ³AUWificial In-
telligence is the broader concept of machines being able to carry out tasks in a way that we 
would consider µsmart¶. And, Machine Learning is a current application of AI based around 
the idea that we should really just be able to give machines access to data to learn for them-
selYeV.´40 
The field of machine learning can be divided into three subareas: supervised learning, unsu-
pervised learning and reinforcement learning. 
Supervised learning means that the system learns to map potential inputs to outputs based 
on example input and output pairs.41 An example would be if a system is trained with a set 
of images. The pictures either show a dog or not and the system learns what a dog looks like 
from these training pictures. In order to check the training success, an unknown picture is 
presented to the system and it must be able to tell from the previously learned characteristics 
of a dog whether the picture shows a dog or not.42 
In unsupervised learning, the system is able to find potential outputs without learning ex-
plicit outputs according to inputs. The system learns to recognize patterns in the input. For 
 
38 Cf. Mozur (2017) 
39 Cf. Mitchell, T. M. (1997), p. 2. 
40 Marr, B. (2016) 
41 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 811. 
42 Cf. Nguyen / Zeigermann (2018), p.21. 
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example, a taxi agent might gradually develop a concept of good traffic days and bad traffic 
days without ever having received named examples from a trainer. Unlike in supervised 
learning, no inpXW iV pUoYided, bXW Whe V\VWem VWill leaUnV fUom iWV oZn ³e[peUienceV´.43 
In Reinforcement Learning, the system learns from rewards or sanctions. For example, the 
absence of a tip at the end of a taxi ride could be an indication for a taxi agent that he has 
done something wrong. The two points for a win at the end of a chess game tell the system 
that it did something right. However, it is up to the system to decide which of the actions 
were most responsible for the rewards or sanctions.44 
Table 3 shows the different applications of the three presented learning methods of ML. 
Table 3: Applications of Different Learning Methods 
Supervised Learning Unsupervised Learning Reinforcement Learning 
Classification 
Sorting of images into different 
classes/groups 
Clustering 
Categorization of data based on 
similar properties 
Visualization 
Evaluation of large amounts of 
data and derivation of important 
data Regression 
Learning of a continuous function 
based on values that lie on this 
function 
Principal Component Analysis 
Simplification of extensive data 
sets 
 
Source: Own representation based on Nguyen / Zeigermann (2018), p.21-25. 
2.4.2 Deep Learning 
Deep Learning (DL) is another subarea of AI and ML. It is particularly promising for prob-
lems where semantic elements such as image, audio and text data cannot easily be extracted. 
Conventional ML approaches can only be used for quantitatively measurable components. 
DL approaches apply a multi-layer deep neural network model to huge amounts of data. DL 
models often have millions of parameters and therefore require extremely large training sets 
to avoid over-adaptation. The goal is to assign an output to an input by examining huge 
amounts of data and gradual self-correction. These models can be traced back to what has 
been called artificial neural networks in the past.45 
 
43 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 811. 
44 Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p. 811. 
45 Cf. Salvaris / Dean / Tok (2019), p. 36-38. 
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Deep learning is often used in medicine, as well as in the manufacturing industry or energy 
supply. In medicine, especially in dermatology, radiology or ophthalmology, computers are 
able to evaluate and learn from thousands of images and thus support physicians who can 
only evaluate and view a minimal part of them. In power supply for example, deep neural 
network models are used to automatically detect power line disturbances. Similar to that, a 
provider for design and manufacturing solutions optimizes its production processes by im-
plementing a system to analyze problems automatically.46 
To summarize the last paragraphs, it is necessary to shortly delimit the three terms AI, ML 
and DL from each other again. Artificial intelligence in general includes intelligent systems 
simulating human thinking and behavior. Machine Learning is a subarea of artificial 
intelligence and includes processes that 
enable computers to learn by having 
access to data and do not have to be 
programmed. Deep learning is a subarea 
of machine learning and includes multi-
layered neuronal networks, which learn 
through a hierarchy of concepts, being 
applied to huge data sets. Figure 2 shows 
the connection between the mentioned 
subareas. 
3 Foundations of Digital Ethics 
Digital ethics is a relatively new topic, which is receiving more and more attention in the age 
of digitalization. The topic is for example addressed by the German Initiative D21, a network 
for a digitized society, by the German data ethic commission of the federal government, the 
federal association digital economy, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
(IEEE), the federal ministry of transport and digital infrastructure or foundations as the Ber-
telsmannstiftung. 
 
46 Cf. Salvaris / Dean / Tok (2019), p. 43f. 
Figure 2: Relationship Between AI, ML and DL 
Source: Cf. Kirste / Schürholz (2019), p. 22.  
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3.1 Digital Ethics 
In general, ethics deals with the ask for the standard of morally correct action and with gen-
eral valid principles of a good life for all.47 Digital ethics is a subarea of applied ethics and 
therefore deals with the application of individual ethical principles or standards to concrete, 
area-specific problems. In particular, it deals with phenomena of the digitalization process 
and big data.48 In 2009, Rafael Capurro presented his paper about digital ethics at the Global 
Forum on Civilization and Peace, organized by the Academy of Korean Studies, Seoul. He 
defined DigiWal EWhicV ³aV dealing ZiWh Whe impacW of digiWal ICT [InfoUmaWion and CommX-
nication Technologies] on society and the environment at large as well as with ethical ques-
tions dealing with the Internet digital information and communication media (digital media 
eWhicV) in paUWicXlaU.´49. Therewith, Capurro was the first one to introduce the term of digital 
ethics. But he was not the first one addressing the ethical challenges in computer technology. 
AlUead\ in Whe Vecond half of Whe laVW cenWXU\ compXWeU VcienWiVWV called pXblic¶V aWWenWion Wo 
these ethical challenges which will be shown in chapter 3.2. 
Summarizing the whole field of digital ethics, it can be said that it asks about the good and 
right life and living together in a world which is characterized by digital technologies. It 
formulates rules for the right acting in conflict situations raised by digitalization and is con-
cerned with the social concept of freedom and privacy, of solidarity and justice. As a sub-
discipline of moral philosophy, it does not set up new ethical standards, but translates existing 
ethical standards into new ones for a digitally shaped society.50 
The concepts of computer ethics, machine ethics, robot ethics or information ethics already 
appeared in the scientific literature in the 1970s, but they are still relevant and are related to 
the term of digital ethics.51 All these concepts address ethical questions regarding the morally 
correct use of machines and together form the field of digital ethics. 
3.2 Historical Development of Digital Ethics 
The field of digital ethics is not completely new. In 1940, the Russian-American science-
fiction author Isaac Asimov introduced three laws of robotics. Even though they have a more 
 
47 Cf. Pieper / Thurnherr (1998), p. 10. 
48 Cf. Horn, (2017), p. 1. 
49 Capurro, R. (2009), p. 2. 
50 Cf. Gründinger (2018), p. 4. 
51 Cf. Guryanova / Shestakov / Noskov (2018), p. 253. 
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literary background, they show unmissable actuality in their boundary markings.52 He intro-
duced three key statements: 
³#1 A UoboW ma\ noW injXUe a hXman being, oU, WhUoXgh inacWion, alloZ a hXman being Wo 
come to harm. 
#2 A robot must obey orders given it by human beings except where such orders would con-
flict with the First Law. 
#3 A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with 
Whe FiUVW oU Second LaZ.´53 
In 1985, AVimoY inWUodXced a ³ZeUoWh LaZ of RoboWicV´. The UXle iV: #0: A UoboW ma\ noW 
harm humanity, or, by inaction, allow humaniW\ Wo come Wo haUm´. The noUmV conWained in 
these statements on the relationship between man and machine reflect a problem area that 
has since developed from fictionality to a very concrete problem.54 
As mentioned in chapter 3.1, already in the 1950s scientists considered the problems of tech-
nology impact on humans and society. At that time, the term digital ethics did not exist and 
came to use later, still they identified a new problem field connected with the use of machines 
and compXWeU V\VWemV. NoUbeUW WieneU pXbliVhed hiV WZo ZoUkV ³C\beUneWicV: oU conWUol and 
commXnicaWion in Whe animal and Whe machine´55and ³HXman XVe of hXman beingV: c\beU-
neWicV and VocieW\´56 around 1950 and developed a methodology and strategies for ethical 
analysis of the new problem field of digital ethics and predicted new ethical problems driven 
by the increasing development of technology. In 1976, Joseph Weizenbaum made a great 
contribution to compXWeU eWhicV in hiV ZoUk ³CompXWeU poZeU and hXman UeaVon: fUom jXdge-
menW Wo calcXlaWion´57. He concluded that many computing related problems have an exclu-
sively ethical nature. Both scientists addressed the ethical problems connected with machine 
using affecting society as a whole.58 
 
52 Cf. Thimm / Bächle (2019), p. 84. 
53 Asimov (1940) 
54 Cf. Thimm / Bächle (2019), p. 84. 
55 Wiener (1985) 
56 Wiener (1989) 
57 Weizenbaum (1976) 
58 Cf. Guryanova / Shestakov / Noskov (2018), p. 255. 
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3.3 Problem Areas 
AlWhoXgh ³Data science provides huge opportunities to improve private and public life, as 
Zell aV oXU enYiUonmenW [«]´59 , such opportunities entail significant ethical challenges, as 
the extensive use of personal and sensitive data, the growing reliance on algorithms and the 
reduction of human involvement and oversight can lead to issues of fairness, responsibility 
and respect of human rights.60 
Among others, these issues are addressed in the problem areas of digital ethics: 
1. Autonomous, self-driving cars 
2. Algorithmic decision systems in private sector and public services 
3. Influence of automatization and robotics on human work61 
The following chapters will give a brief introduction to the mentioned problem areas, but 
will not cover the topics in detail, as the thesis deals with the use of artificial intelligence in 
medicine. 
Further problem areas concerning the medical field are: 
1. Use of curing robots 
2. Use of diagnostic methods based on artificial intelligence 
3. Data donation for medical research 
These topics will be addressed in chapter 4 - Artificial Intelligence in Medicine. 
3.3.1 Autonomous, Self-driving Cars 
In the near future, it will be possible to put autonomous vehicles on the market. At present, 
some vehicles already have rudimentary autonomous functions, such as keeping of track and 
distance. WiWh aXWonomoXV YehicleV, all Whe dUiYeU¶V WaVkV ZoXld be WUanVfeUUed Wo Whe caU. 
The obvious advantages of autonomous vehicles include driver comfort and increased safety 
and reliability. In addition, traffic jams can be avoided by networking the cars. However, the 
disadvantages of introducing autonomous cars must also be considered.62 
 
59 Floridi / Taddeo (2016), p. 2. 
60 Cf. Floridi / Taddeo (2016), p. 2. 
61 Cf. Müller / Andersen (2017), p. 7f. 
62 Cf. Jenkins (2018), p. 102f. 
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In June 2017, the German ethics committee autonomous and connected driving published a 
report on ethical rules for autonomous and connected driving. They consider that autonomous 
cars are designed to prevent accidents under all circumstances. In practical, complete acci-
dent prevention will not be possible, therefore decisions have to be made when programming 
the autonomous cars.63 Questions regarding liabilities, monitoring and dilemma situations in 
concrete situations have to be answered. Furthermore, malfunctions and external attacks can-
not be excluded.64 With the presentation of 20 ethical rules for autonomous and connected 
driving, the scientists pioneered in their research field. With these rules regarding human 
safety, improvement of road safety, regulatory approval, material or animal damages and 
liabilities65, the scientists build a good basis for the ethically correct use of autonomous cars. 
Still there are arising problems which are not tackled yet. 
There are so called dilemma situations, where a human being 
or the car have to take a decision, for example whose life is 
more important in the case of an accident, as shown in Figure 
3. If the car is not able to break in timely manner, it has to 
decide whose life is worth more: The couple, the person with 
a disability or the person sitting in the car? Judgements of the 
law cannot simply be converted into abstract generic evalua-
tions and therefore not programmed correspondingly. Further-
more, there is the problem that a programmer would program in his opinion right ethical 
behavior. This will cause that humans will be other-directed in some situations, as the car or 
the programmer will decide for them, which will jeopardize individual self-determination.66 
As the report shows, it is required to already set up ethical rules for technologies of the future. 
3.3.2 Algorithmic Decision Systems in Private Sector and Public Services 
Nowadays algorithmic systems are used in many areas to facilitate daily tasks in the private 
sector as well as in public services. Table 4 shows exemplary tasks fulfilled by algorithmic 
systems. 
 
63 Cf. Bundesministerium für Verkehr und digitale Infrastruktur (2017) p. 6 
64 Cf. Bundesministerium für Verkehr und digitale Infrastruktur (2017) p. 15. 
65 Cf. Bundesministerium für Verkehr und digitale Infrastruktur (2017) p. 10-13. 
66 Cf. Bundesministerium für Verkehr und digitale Infrastruktur (2017) p. 16 
Figure 3: Dilemma Situation 
Source: Own representation based on 
Jenkins (2018), p. 105f. 
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Table 4: Tasks Fulfilled by Algorithmic Systems in Private and Public Sector 
Private sector Public sector 
Evaluation of creditworthiness Evaluation of persons considered as dangerous 
Possible promotions Support of police departments 
Selection of job applications Approval procedures at universities 
 
Source: Cf. Krüger / Lischka (2018), p.7. & Balkow. / Eckardt (2019), p.2. 
In order to avoid unfairness and to provide equal opportunities, for example regarding gen-
der, religion or origin, the German data ethic commission provided a set of rules for algorith-
mic deciVion Waking in WheiU UepoUW ³GXWachWen deU DaWeneWhikkommiVion´ in OcWobeU 2019. 
In their report they formulate ten general requirements, algorithmic decision systems have to 
fulfill. First of all, they mention that the system should have a human-centered and value-
oriented design, which means that fundamental rights and freedoms should always be en-
sured. Already during the development of the systems, physical and emotional wellbeing of 
people using the system have to be ensured. Secondly, the system has to be compatible with 
social values at all time. This implies the social responsibility of designers and companies, 
as they have to assess the possible consequences of the system on democracy, human rights 
or the rules of law. The next important requirement is social and economic sustainability, 
meaning that human competences must be contained, for example for the Human-in-the-
Loop principle or the failure of algorithmic systems. Viewed from an ecological perspective, 
it is important that the systems use a minimal amount of electricity. Furthermore, a high-
quality standard and efficiency and security and solidity have to be considered. These two 
principles go hand in hand. As well as a high-quality standard has to be given, so that the 
algorithmic systems fulfill their purpose and do not harm ethical values, security and solidity 
also ensure the fulfillment of the purpose of the system without the acceptance of a violation 
of ethical values. As a precondition of fair decisions, bias and discrimination have to be 
minimized and transparency, explainability and traceability have to be given. Discrimi-
nation arises because of bias in algorithmic systems, which are systematic distortions. Espe-
cially when it comes to ML, the systems learn from big data bases and could come to dis-
criminating decisions for some groups. Existing unfairness is brought into the system which 
brings the discrimination to the future. For a reliable ethical and legal assessment of algorith-
mic systems, it is essential that sufficient information about their scope, functioning and data 
evaluation is available. Only a system that is transparent in its approach can be examined to 
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determine whether it pursues a legitimate purpose. A last-mentioned point are clear account-
ability structures. This means that questions regarding responsibility and liability have to 
be clear.67 
Following all the mentioned principles, discrimination caused by algorithmic decision sys-
tems can be reduced to a minimum. 
3.3.3 Influence of Automatization and Robotics on Human Work 
A third topic addressed by digital ethics is the influence of automatization and robotics on 
human work. Apart from benefits which robots and automatization bring with them, there 
are several risks which are considered by digital ethics. On one hand, robots introduced to 
the workplace can eliminate harsh, unhealthy and dangerous tasks, they are fast, effective 
and agile.68 On the other hand, they bring negative impacts on the workforce. As robots can 
peUfoUm WaVkV aXWomaWicall\, ³Whe\ UendeU Whe ZoUkeUV Zho pUeYioXVl\ peUfoUmed WhoVe WaVkV 
µredundant¶ foU pUodXcWion pUoceVVeV.´69 That is why workers face the risk of being laid off. 
Furthermore, employees who work alongside robots might suffer salary reduction and do not 
see a significant reduction in the number of working hours.70 Training programs for workers 
and a rise in the level of education of the workers is a proposed solution to the trend towards 
aXWomaWi]aWion of ZoUk. ³RoboWicV and aXWomaWion caUries the wonderful promise of liberat-
ing humanity from toil. In an ideal society, most of the repetitive, unhealthy, and uninterest-
ing work would be fulfilled by robots, while humans would spend a limited amount of time 
every day on work (including deciding what the robots should do) and the rest of the time on 
creative activities."71 
Further areas of application for artificial intelligence in our daily life are considered in the 
following course of the thesis. 
 
67 Cf. Datenethikkommission der Bundesregierung. (2019), p. 163-172 
68 Cf. Pham et al. (2018), p. 126 
69 Pham et al. (2018), p. 126 
70 Cf. Pham et al. (2018), p. 127 
71 Pham et al. (2018), p. 128 
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4 Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 
Ongoing digitalization holds great potential in the field of medicine, as it represents a broad 
field of application. There are five pillars of health care and many medical fields of exper-
tise in which artificial intelligence is used. In 
addition, all areas include research in which 
AI systems can support and due to the large 
number of different actors in the health care 
system, there are many opportunities for AI 
in medicine.72 Figure 4 shows the five pillars 
of health care and gives a short overview on 
actors and fields of expertise in the medical 
sector. The implementation of AI technolo-
gies in health care can fundamentally change 
future working environments. Therefore, an 
explicit examination of the scope and conse-
quences of the digital transformation is necessary.73 In order to provide a solution to digital 
ethic challenges related to AI applications in the health care sector, it is necessary to have an 
in-depth look at cXUUenW and fXWXUe AI applicaWionV, WheiU pUoVpecWV and UiVkV. ³AI WechniqXeV 
have been applied in very diverse domains of health care including drug discovery, medical 
imaging, personalized genetics, robots in surgery rooms and providing preventive support 
foU eldeUl\ independenW liYing.´74 The following chapters outline the opportunities of AI ap-
plications in the different areas of medicine. Ethical challenges for these applications will be 
discussed in chapter 5. The applications are allocated to the five pillars of health care, as 
shown in Figure 4. 
4.1 Disease Prevention 
Especially in prevention and early detection of diseases, AI has great potential. Instead of 
healing, the focus is on prophylaxis.75 AI has the potential to detect diseases at an early stage 
and thus reduce adverse consequences for the patient. Patients can use this to better assess 
 
72 Cf. Frederking et al. (2019), p. 4. 
73 Cf. Aupperle / Langkabel / Giesberg (2018), p. 2. 
74 Hindriks / Meyer (2019), p. 71. 
75 Cf. Schmidt / Bräth / Obermeier (2019), p. 4. 
Source: Own representation based on Frederking et al. 
(2019), p.4 
Figure 4: Areas of Application for AI in Medicine 
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their risk for later diseases and, if necessary, change their health behavior. Risk groups for 
individual diseases can be identified more quickly and targeted examinations can be carried 
out.76 Wearables are likely to play a significant role for prevention, not only for the early 
detection of diseases but also for individual recommendations for lifestyle changes of a pa-
tient to support him in self-management. Wearables can provide ongoing risk analysis and 
help setting goals for healthier daily living and training. In the end, the collected data can be 
used to train models on a global level.77 
4.1.1 Prevention ± Recent Examples 
Frequently used digital instruments for prevention are smartphone apps or wearables, which 
are computer technologies you wear on your body. 
Scientists have developed a smartphone app called i-Prognosis, Zhich ³collecWV paUWicipanWV¶ 
behavioral data arising from the everyday use of their smartphones over time in an unobtru-
ViYe Za\. The W\peV of daWa [«] inclXde feaWXUeV of Yoice [«], moYemenW [«], locaWion 
patterns and touch screen typing as well as NMS [non-motor symptoms]-related features such 
aV mood chaUacWeUiVWicV [«].´78 The app is designed to enable early detection of the Parkin-
Von¶V diVeaVe. In caVeV of abnoUmaliWieV in Whe collected data, the user is requested to consult 
an expert. 
Initial studies indicate that apps can help prediabetes patients to reduce the risk of a disease 
outbreak.79 Prediabetes is a high-UiVk VWaWe foU diabeWeV and ³Xp Wo 70% of indiYidXalV ZiWh 
pUediabeWeV Zill eYenWXall\ deYelop diabeWeV.´80 In 2018, Sweetch, a clinically validated, per-
sonalized and adaptive AI platform for prevention and management of adult prediabetes was 
developed. To sustain healthy life habits, Sweetch gives recommendations on physical activ-
ity, weight reduction and dieting.81 
In 2017, PwC published an article on AI in the health care system. Obesity is one of the 
biggest health challenges and related to diabetes. Not only adult obesity, but also children 
obeViW\ iV a majoU conceUn. The\ foXnd oXW ³WhaW pUeYenWiYe inWeUYenWionV WaUgeWing childUen 
 
76 Cf. Schmidt / Bräth / Obermeier (2019), p. 9. 
77 Cf. Schmidt / Bräth / Obermeier (2019), p. 10. 
78 Klingelhoefer et al. (2019), p. 1. 
79 Cf. Schmidt / Bräth / Obermeier (2019), p. 10. 
80 Tabák et al. (2014), p. 3. 
81 Cf. Everett et al. (2018), p. 2f. 
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coXld be moUe effecWiYe´82 than containing adult obesity. Unlike Sweetch, which provides 
advice on a healthier lifestyle, PwC recommends to develop wearables Wo anal\]e childUen¶V 
clinical data and intervene at a stage where signs of higher than normal weight are not yet 
shown.83 ³If clinicianV coXld pUedicW aW age WZo Zhich childUen ZoXld laWeU become obeVe 
based on clinical data collected for that child before age two, early intervention programs 
coXld WaUgeW WhoVe aW UiVk.´84 Nevertheless, the use of such applications has to be examined in 
further investigations. Children can achieve weight loss when using applications giving rec-
ommendations on physical activities and nutritional plans. In spite of the benefits, it is not 
easy to predict obesity risk before indications actually occur. Furthermore, early recognition 
of the risks does not mean that the children can be helped. It has not been researched when it 
is appropriate to intervene ± before the child is actually obese or when there are first visible 
signs?85 
According to a population survey conducted by PwC, wearables show great potential. The 
online survey on digitalization in the health care system was conducted in 2018 with a sample 
size of 1000 Germans aged 18 and over and showed that although wearables have not yet 
become widely implemented among the population, there is great deal of interest in them. 
Figure 5 shows that 43% 
of Germans can certainly 
imagine using wearables. 
At present, 15% use 
wearables, and almost 
one in three of the under-
30s even own them. 
Wearables are often used 
to record activities, opti-
mize fitness training or 
record pulse or heart rate. 
There is also interest in further developing the functions of wearables: almost one in three is 
 
82 PwC (2017b), p. 10. 
83 Cf. PwC (2017b), p. 10. 
84 Dugan et al. (2015), p. 507. 
85 Cf. PwC (2017b), p. 11. 
15%
43%
42%
"I already use wearables."
"I don't use wearables, but i can imagine it for the future."
"I don't use wearables and I don't want to in the future."
Figure 5: Use of Wearables in Germany 
Source: Own representation based on a study conducted by PwC: Cf. PwC (2018), p. 
18. 
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interested in the early detection of diseases via wearables. The under-30s in particular are 
open to this technological development.86 
4.2 Diagnostic Analysis 
AI is not only able to prevent the outbreak of a disease by analyzing early-stage symptoms, 
but can also support in the field of diagnosis, for example when it comes to the detection of 
lung cancer or skin lesions. 
In general it can be said that the immense progress in the field of artificial intelligence in 
diagnostics is based on a combination of supervised learning, deep learning and big data, 
which was explained in chapter 2. AI is mainly used in imaging diagnostics. In contrast to 
the long-established computer-assisted evaluation, computers have been processing the com-
plete image data sets for a few years now. Computer tomography and magnetic resonance 
imaging are particularly suitable for analysis. The software extracts and analyses numerous 
quantitative image parameters. The data obtained is transferred to interdisciplinary databases 
and assigned to radiological as well as clinical, genetic, laboratory chemical and histological 
data. In this way, diagnoses are generated.87 
4.2.1 Diagnosis ± Recent Examples 
In 2019, a report on the use of an AI application in medical diagnosis was published in the 
joXUnal NaWXUe Medicine. In Whe VWXd\, ³Whe UeVeaUcheUV applied aUWificial inWelligence to CT 
scans used to screen people for lung cancer, which caused 160.000 deaths in the United 
States last year [2018] and 1.7 million worldwide. The scans are recommended for people at 
high UiVk becaXVe of a long hiVWoU\ of Vmoking.´88 The National Lung Screening Trial had 
shown that the application of low-dose CT screening can reduce the mortality of long-term 
smokers from bronchial carcinoma. However, screening is controversial, as even experienced 
radiologists can be mistaken when evaluating CT images. Problematic is the relatively high 
number of false-positive findings, which result in risky and cost-intensive biopsies in the 
early detection of lung cancer.89 The scientists thought computers might do better as experi-
 
86 Cf. PwC (2018), p. 4. 
87 Cf. Golder (2020), p. 1. 
88 Grady (2019), p. 1. 
89 Cf. Meyer (2019), p. 32. 
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enced physicians and trained a neural network with CT scans, where the diagnosis was con-
fessed. Based on the given training data set, the application has to learn what cancer is, what 
will turn into cancer in the future and what is not diagnosed as cancer.90 ³TeVWed againVW 6,716 
cases with known diagnoses, the system was 94 percent accurate. Pitted against six expert 
radiologists, when no prior scan was available, the deep learning model beat the doctor: It 
had fewer false positives and false negatives. When an earlier scan was available, the system 
and Whe docWoUV ZeUe neck and neck.´91 
³Scientists in the Netherlands are looking to pair artificial intelligence (AI), or machine learn-
ing, with MRI [magnetic resonance imaging] techniques that measure blood perfusion in the 
brain. This approach, said the researchers ² diagnoses early forms of dementia and pre-
dicWV Whe onVeW of Al]heimeU¶V diVeaVe ZiWh beWZeen 82 and 90 peUcenW accXUac\.´92 With this 
method, ³iW mighW be poVVible Wo diagnoVe demenWia aW YeU\ eaUl\ VWageV, oU eYen befoUe iW 
starts impacting a paWienW.´93 Even though there is the possibility to diagnose dementia based 
on the measurement of blood perfusion, this does not mean it is really helpful for patients, as 
there is a lack of treatment options for dementia.94 Nonetheless, experts think the early de-
WecWion Zill impUoYe paWienW¶V oXWcome.95 
Last year, scientists demonstrated that artificial intelligence has the potential to improve the 
accuracy of skin cancer diagnosis on tissue samples. International studies show that two 
pathologists, when deciding whether a tissue sample is a mole or a malignant melanoma, 
arrive at different result in up to 26% of cases.96 In the conducted study, deep learning meth-
ods were used to train a neural network with open source dermoscopic images. The perfor-
mance of the neural network was compared to that of 157 German dermatologists covering 
all levels within the clinical hierarchy.97 ³A CNN [conYolXWional neXUal neWZoUk] WhaW ZaV 
trained with open-source images exclusively was capable to outperform dermatologists of all 
 
90 Cf. Meyer (2019), p. 32 
91 Grady (2019), p. 2. 
92 Hodsden (2016) 
93 PwC (2017b), p. 13. 
94 Cf. PwC (2017b), p. 13. 
95 Cf. Hodsden (2016) 
96 Cf. Zylka-Menhorn (2019), p. 1333. 
97 Cf. Brinker et al. (2019), p. 47. 
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hierarchical categories of experience (from junior to chief physicians) in dermoscopic mela-
noma image classification. Only seven of 157 dermatologists had better corresponding values 
foU VpecificiW\ and VenViWiYiW\ Whan Whe CNN.´98 
4.3 Successful Therapy 
In the health sector of therapy, AI applications support both in the selection of the best per-
sonalized therapy and as robot assistants during surgeries. AI algorithms can be used to im-
prove complete therapies. The algorithms do not deliver a black-and-white decision. Rather, 
they calculate probabilities of occurrence based on a modelled representation of reality. How-
ever, it is not possible to derive unfiltered decisions for action from an algorithm. Rather, the 
result is an important source of information for the correct choice of therapy.99 
4.3.1 Therapy ± Recent Examples 
When analyzing a tumor, it is important to sort and evaluate all information in order to select 
a suitable therapy. Every tumor is unique and therefore only responds to certain therapies 
and drugs. Currently, an AI tool is being developed that assigns measurement data to either 
connective tissue and immune cells or tumor cells and could thus significantly improve ther-
apy predictions. For decades, comparative values have been collected that allow conclusions 
to be drawn about the effectiveness of the chosen therapy. If the research team succeeds in 
developing an AI tool that can filter out decisive information, ten years of time can be gained 
in cancer research.100 
A research team is developing the HoloMed glasses to assist in brain surgery. The glasses 
are designed to help the physician performing the operation to find the way to the so-called 
ventricle, from which cerebral fluid can be drained in emergencies, for example when pres-
sure equalization in the brain is no longer possible after a cerebral hemorrhage, craniocerebral 
trauma or stroke. During the procedure, neurosurgeons have to find the ventricles, drill a hole 
in the top of the skull and insert a catheter at the right angle. This position of the ventricle 
can only be identified by palpation and by external characteristics of the skull. This is exactly 
where the HoloMed glasses are to be used. Although this surgery is a routine procedure in 
 
98 Brinker et al. (2019), p. 51. 
99 Cf. Schmidt / Bräth / Obermeier (2019), p. 8f. 
100 Cf. Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung. (2019a). 
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Germany, the optimal position is only achieved in two out of three cases, and sometimes only 
after several attempts. The AI application virtually shows the surgeon the working steps: 
Where is the skin incision to be made, where is the drill hole and at what angle is the catheter 
to be inserted? According to experts, this technique can also be applied to many other sur-
geries.101 
4.4 Rehabilitation Services 
Promising research results are currently being obtained in the field of AI-assisted rehabilita-
tion robots, which are to be used to improve motor skills after neurological diseases. Based 
on individual data, learning methods can create an optimal and adaptable training program 
for patients.102 
4.4.1 Rehabilitation ± Recent Examples 
³SWUoke iV one of Whe pUincipal caXVeV of moUbidiW\ and moUWaliW\ in adXlWV in Whe deYeloped 
world and the leading caXVe of diVabiliW\ in all indXVWUiali]ed coXnWUieV.´103 Approximately 
150 to 200 people per 100,000 inhabitants suffer a stroke there every year. Due to sociodem-
ographic change and increasing life expectancy, the number of cases is expected to rise by 
more than 50% by 2050. The majority of patients suffer an impairment of their gait ability 
due to the stroke. Walking after a stroke is characterized by low speed, poor endurance and 
reduced adaptability to changing floor coverings.104 
In order to individually counteract the mentioned impairments, the Recupera REHA project 
was launched and achieved a breakthrough in the field of rehabilitation robotics. For more 
than three years, a research team worked on the design of an innovative wearable whole-
body exoskeleton for external support of the human musculoskeletal system. The developed 
exoskeleton enables stroke patients to receive intuitive and sustained training, enabling them 
to regain lost motor skills. The exoskeleton allows, for example, the movement of one arm 
to move the other or it enables the control of movement trained by a third person. In addition, 
Whe V\VWem can be conWUolled XVing Whe paWienW¶V mXVcle acWiYiW\: On Whe baViV of Whe meaVXUed 
elecWUom\ogUaph\ VignalV, iW can deUiYe Whe paWienW¶V intention to move and intuitively support 
 
101 Cf. Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung. (2019b). 
102 Cf. Schmidt / Bräth / Obermeier (2019), p. 13. 
103 Belda-Louis et al. (2011), p. 1. 
104 Cf. Kecskeméthy et al. (2019), p. 238. 
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him or her in their movements. With Recupera REHA, a new path in human-robot interaction 
has been successfully taken, which can lead to a sustainable improvement in rehabilitation.105 
4.5 Nursing Care 
The last pillar of the health care system is care. AI offers the possibility to counter nursing 
crisis. Population development forecasts assume that the proportion of very old people will 
at least double in the next ten years, as well as birth rates will fall. A very high proportion of 
people in this age group will need nursing care.106 According to a study of the Bertelsmann 
foundation, there will be a shortage of up to 500,000 nursing staff in Germany by 2030.107 
With the use of AI systems, routine tasks such as turning on lights, raise blinds or press the 
bed¶V elecWUonic headUeVW, can be compleWed b\ UoboWV and Whe peUVonnel haV moUe Wime Wo 
concentrate on interpersonal relationships and a better care of the elderly.108 
4.5.1 Care ± Recent Examples 
The use of AI systems in care is to be substantiated by different examples of curing robots. 
Care-O-bot was developed by the Fraunhofer institute for manufacturing engineering and 
automation. Care-O-boW iV ³a mobile UoboWV aVViVWanW [«], Zhich iV deVigned Wo acWiYel\ aVViVW 
humans in their day-to-da\ liYeV´109 and is often referred to as an interactive butler. The robot 
is characterized by the capability of flexible and autonomous navigation, manipulation and 
grasping, environmental perception, safe interaction and a functional design. Thanks to this 
capabilities, Care-O-bot is able to independently search for the optimal path to a given des-
tination while avoiding obstacles. With its gripper arm, it can grip everyday objects and open 
doors. Numerous sensors allow the robot to perceive its surroundings and record them in 
three dimensions. The robot can learn new tasks and objects by machine learning.110 
The robot Casero has a completely different approach. It is more seen as a service robot than 
as a curing robot and is exclusively used for the transport of meals, linen, medicines, dressing 
 
105 Cf. DFKI. (2018), p. 7. 
106 Cf. Misselhorn (2019), p. 53. 
107 Cf. Rothgang / Müller / Unger (2012), p. 79. 
108 Cf. Vesper / Hoffmann (2017), p. 1. 
109 Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation IPA. (2012), p. 1. 
110 Cf. Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation IPA. (2012), p. 2. 
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materials and files within a hospital. It is a self-propelled transport system designed to relieve 
nurses and physicians of simple tasks and thus reduce their workload.111 
Another type of nursing robot is the therapy robot Paro. It is mainly used in the care of 
dementia patients. The robot resembles a young seal and reacts to touch with sounds and 
movements. This is an attempt to use the success of animal-supported therapy in areas where 
this is not possible.112 ³PaUo is not intended to be a replacement for social interaction with 
people or animals. Some patients who know Paro is a robot still enjoy using the robotic seal, 
and it can calm patients who are otherwise unreachable. Robots like Paro which mimic the 
behaviors of pets offer excellent opportunities to connect with challenging patients, however, 
Whe\ UaiVe conceUnV UegaUding paWienW UighWV and aXWonom\´113 which will be examined in 
chapter 5. 
In 2017, the robot Pepper was introduced to a retirement home to support the elderly and 
relieve the nursing staff by taking over routine tasks as a pilot project. Routine tasks can be 
small tasks without connection to care activities, such as switching on a television, as well as 
more important tasks, as reminding people to take their medication or drink water. The robot 
was developed to have a human-like form to ensure that the robot is accepted by humans. By 
XVing VXch a UoboW in one¶V oZn liYing enYiUonmenW, iW iV poVVible Wo Uegain a bit of independ-
ence in old age. Elderly people are supported in their own home and help can be called for in 
an emeUgenc\. PeppeU iV able Wo pUoceVV langXage, Wo ³heaU´ and Wo ³Vee´. TheUefoUe, Whe UoboW 
can search for information on the internet requested by people in conversations and can con-
duct dialog. In addition, Pepper is able to perceive its surroundings and recognize people and 
objects around.114 
Another robot, similar to Pepper, is called Hobbit and as Pepper, the robot combines the 
abilities of the previously introduced robots. Both are so called humanoid robots. Hobbit 
combines communication, safety and assistance functions and can thus enable elderly to live 
independently at home. The system helps to prevent falls by removing obstacles and calling 
for help independently in an emergency. It can learn, recognize and transport objects. The 
robot can also be used to surf on the internet, make phone calls and play music and videos.115 
 
111 Cf. Münch (2017), p. 47. 
112 Cf. Calo et al. (2011), p. 1. 
113 Calo et al. (2011), p. 1. 
114 Cf. Vesper / Hoffmann (2017), p. 2f. 
115 Cf. Münch (2017), p. 48. 
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Besides the benefits of robots in care for elderly, there are ethical conflicts, which will be 
discussed in chapter 5.5. 
5 Digital Ethic Aspects for the Application of AI Technologies in 
Medicine 
The fields of application described in the previous chapters give rise to a number of ethical 
conflicts of interest, which must be discussed in particular with regard to a commonly shared 
basis of values and interests.116 
5.1 Smartphone Apps and Wearables 
The user often pays with data.117 
A study conducted by PwC in 2018 shows the ethical concerns and raised questions when it 
comes to the use of wearables and health care smartphone applications. The outcome of the 
conducted survey is illustrated in Figure 6. 
Figure 6: What Speaks Against the Use of Wearables? 
 
Source: Own representation based on a study conducted by PwC, Cf. Pwc (2018), p. 20. 
 
116 Cf. Aupperle / Langkabel / Giesberg (2018), p. 4. 
117 Cf. Krüger-Brand (2017), p. 1858. 
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As already outlined in Figure 5 (see page 22), only 15% of the interviewees already use 
wearables, whereas 42% do not use them and do not want to use them in the future. In addi-
tion to a general lack of interest in wearables, the fear of surveillance, misuse of data and a 
compXlVion Wo conVWanWl\ moniWoU one¶V oZn healWh VpeakV againVW Whe fXWXUe XVe of ZeaUa-
bles. Many people also fear that they will be misdiagnosed and misinformed.118 
One has to differentiate between health apps which aim at laymen, and medical apps aimed 
at representatives of the health professions. In the following, the ethical concerns of health 
apps which are usually available free of charge and are not subject to regular quality control, 
will be considered. The spectrum for health apps ranges from pedometers, nutrition and 
weight control interventions to fitness related applications, the collection of user measure-
ment data and drug management.119 
Health apps offer a number of functions and provide great benefits that cannot be guaranteed 
in conventional care models: location-independent snapshots in real time, complete docu-
mentation of therapy progress or the reduction of time-consuming visits to the doctor. How-
ever, users find it difficult to evaluate the quality of the apps. Furthermore, there is a proven 
lack of qualified personnel involved in the development of such apps. A regulatory frame-
work, e.g. objective quality standards, is missing.120 In addition, there is an obvious potential 
for damage, since the quality and precision of the apps cannot be assessed by users.121 This 
can lead to misjudgments ± e.g. symptoms of a disease could be underestimated and a still 
curable disease could be classified as not requiring treatment.122 Health apps have the poten-
tial to change communication structures and thus the relationship between doctor and patient. 
On the positive side, patients can acquire greater health awareness and better understand 
medical advice. However, it is also possible that the quality of the apps is overestimated and 
the need for a qualified doctor underestimated.123 Legally speaking, the apps raise questions 
about patient autonomy, data protection and data security: While patients are normally 
protected by medical confidentiality, many apps do not allow for a clear understanding of 
who can view which data at what time and what happens to it. With most apps the users 
 
118 Cf. Pwc (2018), p. 20. 
119 Cf. Groß / Schmidt (2018), p. 353f. 
120 Cf. Groß / Schmidt (2018), p. 354. 
121 Cf. Strotbaum / Reiß (2017), p. 368 
122 Cf. Groß / Schmidt (2018), p. 354. 
123 Cf. Groß / Schmidt (2018), p. 355. 
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provide their personal health-related data in return. The consequences are neither controllable 
nor comprehensible. There is a lack of transparency and knowledge of the consequences, 
even though health data are among the most sensitive data of all. Users must be able to reli-
ably classify apps in terms of quality and prevent unwanted access. The efficiency of the apps 
could be improved by integrating them into existing health strategies and care concepts. 
However, health apps, in contrast to diagnosis supported by artificial intelligence (see chap-
ters 4.2 and 5.2), have little impact on medical decision-making autonomy and compe-
tence due to this lack of integration. The question of liability and the handling of app-
related data is also largely unsolved. Basically, apps can serve to provide better access to 
health care. Nevertheless, there are still gaps in care for people with low affinity for tech-
nology, without internet or smartphones.124 Recommendations for the treatment of the dis-
cussed ethical concerns are displayed in Table 5. 
Table 5: Recommendations for the Use of Health Apps 
 Recommendation 
1 Establishment of comprehensive assessment dimensions and criteria for the selection and use of 
health advice apps 
2 Strengthening the media usage skills of consumer 
3 Introduction of objective quality standards 
4 Extension of the information obligations of providers 
5 Concentration of medical-technical research and economic app development, increase of scientific 
evidence 
6 Integration of health care advice into processes and structures of traditional care, systematic involve-
ment of doctors 
7 Promotion of data protection, data confidentiality and data security 
8 Prohibition and punishment of immoral usage contracts and conditions by the provider 
9 Establishment of provider responsibilities for compliance with standards, attributability of responsi-
bility, clarification and liability issues 
10 Increasing the accessibility of the apps through demand-oriented offers 
 
Source: Cf. Groß / Schmidt (2018), p. 356. 
 
124 Cf. Groß / Schmidt (2018), p. 355f. 
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5.2 Medical Imaging 
³WhLOe Whe aSSOLcaWLRQ Rf AI LQ PedLcLQe aQd UadLology has several challenges to face, we 
VhRXOd acceSW Whe facW WhaW Ze Qeed LW.´125 
Currently, there is little experience in implementing AI applications in the field of radiology. 
Extensive research is needed to understand how AI should best be implemented. In general 
it can be said that AI must respect human rights and freedoms, including dignity and privacy. 
It should be designed with maximum transparency and reliability. The ultimate responsibility 
and accountability should lie with the doctor.126 ³TheUe is a lot that can be done in order to 
regulate AI applications. If this is done properly and timely, the potentiality of AI based 
Wechnolog\, in Uadiolog\ aV Zell aV in oWheU fieldV, Zill be inYalXable.´127 Ethical concerns 
occur regarding: 
1. Data protection and privacy requirements 
2. Fairness of algorithms 
3. Transparency standards128 
In medical imaging, large amounts of very sensitive personal data are used. 77% of the sur-
veyed Germans think that data security is increasingly threatened by the implementation of 
these new technologies.129 When implementing AI applications, it is imperative that the Eu-
ropean General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which came into force in May 2018 is 
obVeUYed. IW ³VeWV oXW Vpecific infoUmed conVenW UeqXiUemenWV foU daWa XVeV and gUanWV daWa 
VXbjecWV VeYeUal UighWV WhaW mXVW be UeVpecWed b\ WhoVe pUoceVVing WheiU daWa.´130 
Another problem is the data quality and thus the fairness of algorithms. There is concerns 
³WhaW algoUiWhmV ma\ miUUoU hXman biaVeV in deciVion making.´131 ³Common VoXUceV of biaV 
potentially promote or harm group level subsets based on gender, sexual orientation, ethnic, 
social, enviUonmenWal, oU economic facWoUV.´132 To avoid the unfairness in decision-making, 
 
125 Pesapane et al. (2018), p. 751. 
126 Cf. Geis et al. (2019), p. 436. 
127 Pesapane (2018), p. 745. 
128 Cf. Vayena / Blasimme / Cohen (2018), p. 1-3. 
129 Cf. PwC (2018), p. 12. 
130 Vayena / Blasimme / Cohen (2018), p. 1 
131 Pesapane (2018), p. 746. 
132 Geis et al. (2019), p. 437. 
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there is a need for best practices to detect and minimize the effects of distorted training data 
sets. In addition, compliance with standards must be checked regularly.133 
The most challenging problem is black-box algorithms, meaning that the inner logic of the 
algorithms is hidden for users and even for developers. This lack of transparency results in 
untrustworthiness, therefore a high degree of explainability must be given in order to imple-
ment AI applications in radiology.134 
Despite these ethical challenges, the technologies will be used more and more in the near 
future. They can detect abnormalities in medical images, analyze the development of a dis-
ease and optimize the entire clinical process. Patients with acute treatment needs can be iden-
tified and predicted more quickly. Nonetheless, a decision must not be based on AI alone: it 
must be applied in dual control with a physician, with the physician always bearing the final 
responsibility and decision.135 
5.3 Personalized Medicine and Surgery Assistance 
Even if diagnosis and treatment would be the same, Germans attach great importance to the 
personal conversation with the doctor.136 
A study by PwC shows that 87% of those surveyed consider a personal meeting with their 
doctor important. With increasing age, the direct conversation becomes significantly more 
important.137 The results of the survey show that although AI applications are increasingly 
accepted, they cannot replace doctors in diagnosis and therapy. Rather, they are intended to 
provide support, for example in selecting the right therapy based on patient data. 
³The ULVN Rf XVLQg a URbRW VXUgeRQ, eLWheU aORQe RU LQ SaUWQeUVhLS ZLWh a hXPaQ VXUgeRQ, 
must be lower than those encRXQWeUed ZLWh hXPaQ VXUgeRQV.´138 
With operation robots in surgery assistance, following ethical questions arise above all: 
1. Who bears the responsibility for a faulty operation?139 
 
133 Cf. Vayena, p. 3. 
134 Cf. Vayena, p. 3. 
135 Cf. Kirste / Schürholz (2019), p. 164. 
136 Cf. PwC (2018), p. 8. 
137 Cf. PwC (2018), p. 8f. 
138 Bekey (2012), p. 25. 
139 Cf. Bekey (2012), p. 24. 
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2. How to deal with uncertainty and fear caused by the robots?140 
3. Is the surgical robot a competitor for doctors and their assistants?141 
The question of responsibility is easy to answer with the majority of models, as they are 
merely tools of the doctor. However, there are also robots that perform certain tasks autono-
mously. When using them, not only the physician but also the manufacturer or developer and 
the hospital would have to take responsibility. Patients should be instructed at an early stage, 
so that they are relived of anxiety and at the same time can assess the process realistically. In 
addition, doctors should always keep up to date with the latest technologies in order to be 
able to consider the best products and, if necessary, to recognize an imminent danger of los-
ing their autonomy. It is unclear how they should behave in case of doubt, as they usually do 
not want to stop medical progress but want to use it for themselves and their patients.142 
5.4 Rehabilitation Assistance 
³FRU aOO WheLU SURPLVe, e[RVNeOeWRQV aQd RWheU ZeaUabOe URbRWLcV UaLVe a QXPbeU Rf eWhLcaO 
and social concerns that will need to be confronted by ethicists, the industry, and society as 
a ZhROe.´143 
In Rehabilitation, ethical and social concerns mainly occur regarding access and dependency. 
In addition to that, the fears regarding data protection and privacy arise. Currently, rehabili-
tation technologies are very expensive, which makes access to them difficult. This also raises 
questions regarding health insurance companies: Should the technologies be fully or partially 
covered by health insurances? Who decides who is given access to the technologies and who 
decides whose costs are covered? There is also concern that people might become dependent 
on the technologies.144 In addition to these social challenges, general ethical concerns which 
arise with all artificial intelligence devices in medicine, also occur in rehabilitation assis-
tance: 
1. Responsibilities for faulty treatments or errors 
2. Control, transparency and black box algorithms 
3. Data privacy and data security 
 
140 Cf. Kreis (2019), p. 201. 
141 Cf. Bekey (2012), p. 25. 
142 Cf. Kreis (2019), p. 201f. 
143 Greenbaum (2015), p. 234. 
144 Cf. Greenbaum (2015), p. 237. 
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The question of liability also arises when using artificial intelligence in rehabilitation. In the 
case of malfunctions of e.g. exoskeletons, the question regarding responsibility arises. As 
with other medical devices, the manufacturer and the attending physician are responsible 
within the framework of product liability for ensuring that an AI system fulfils its intended 
purpose. The lack of traceability of algorithms in self-learning systems is also a currently 
discussed problem. The parameters are inaccessible for human interpretation. Another reason 
is the lack of comprehensibility of their data processing for laymen as well as for experts. 
Especially in the health care system, traceability must be a basic requirement for the use of 
these technologies. Another important point is the collection of data. By using the exoskele-
tons, data is collected which is then used for training of further systems. However, it is un-
clear which data will be collected and by whom it can later be viewed.145 
5.5 Curing Robots 
Not everything that is technically feasible is ethically harmless.146 
Curing Robots are used as information and entertainment robots, as transport robots and as 
assistance robots. Especially with regard to assistance robots it is important to include digital 
ethics at an early stage and to investigate whether moralizing is useful, sensible and neces-
sary.147 As already mentioned in chapter 4.5, there are different types of curing robots: Some 
bring necessary drugs and food. Some entertain the patients and use natural language, while 
others mimic behaviors of pets as therapy robots. The different types of robots raise different 
ethical questions, as they interact differently. The most important questions arising regardless 
of the robot type will be discussed in the following. 
1. Should the curing robot have moral skills and if so, which ones? 
2. Should the robot only obey predetermined rules, or should it be able to assess and 
weigh the consequences of his actions? 
3. How high should the degree of autonomy be? 
4. How far should the curing robot take the needs of the patients into account? 
5. How should the robot deal with dilemmas, for example if several patients are to be 
cared for at the same time? 
 
145 Cf. Frederking et al. (2019), p. 14f. 
146 Cf. Kreis (2018), p. 225. 
147 Cf. Bendel (2019), p. 302. 
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6. Should the curing robot emphasize that it is just a machine?148 
(1) In general, it can be said that moralizing with simple moral decisions, for example to 
satisfy the need for hunger or affection, is to be welcomed. However, it becomes difficult if 
the robot is to make decisions about life and death. With such complex decisions, the robot 
must be carefully checked and controlled, it can just make simple moral decisions on its 
own.149 
(2) The question of whether the robot should only follow strict rules or whether it should be 
able to learn its own rules and assess consequences is both a technical and a legal question. 
It is easy to teach robots strict rules, but it is technically challenging to let them assess the 
consequences. While it is easy to find a creator of strict rules, e.g. the programmer or devel-
oper, it is difficult to find a responsible person in a self-learning system, because the algo-
rithms cannot be controlled. Strict rules often prove to be inappropriate or not very flexible, 
but they provide security, reliability and transparency.150 
(3) When it comes to the question of the autonomy of a curing robot, it is important to dif-
ferentiate between different task fields and robot types. Pure transport or information robots 
may have a high degree of autonomy. In the case of assistance robots, an autonomy that can 
be overridden in an emergency should be designed. An authorized person should always have 
the final authority to make decisions.151 
(4) To respond to the individual needs of patients, robots must collect and evaluate sensitive 
personal data. This raises the question of whether the collection of data should be restricted 
by not collecting certain data and by regularly deleting collected data.152 
(5) Possible dilemma situations can not only occur when it comes to autonomous driving (see 
page 17). Curing robots can also get into such situations. In this case, a decision must be 
made during programming as to how robots should react in such situations. Should it first 
care for the patient with whom it is most urgent? Or the one with whom it is fastest? Or the 
one with whom the work is easiest?153 
 
148 Cf. Bendel (2019), p. 309-311. 
149 Cf. Bendel (2019), p. 309. 
150 Cf. Bendel (2019), p. 309. 
151 Cf. Bendel (2019), p. 310. 
152 Cf. Bendel (2019), p. 311. 
153 Cf. Bendel (2019), p. 312. 
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(6) The question of whether a robot should indicate that it is only a machine arises especially 
with robots like Paro. Patients build up a relationship which carries the risk of isolation and 
loneliness154, aV UoboWV ma\ ³UedXce Whe amoXnW of hXman conWacW WhaW Whe eldeUl\ haYe´155. 
FXUWheUmoUe, Whe XVe of UoboWV ³coXld incUeaVe VenioU ciWi]enV¶ feeling of objecWificaWion and 
a lack of conWUol oYeU WheiU liYeV.´156 
Summarizing, it can be said that curing robots must not only meet technical and clinical, but 
also high ethical requirements. Before they are implemented, the discussed questions regard-
ing privacy, data protection and responsibility must be answered.157 They should support 
nurses and relatives, not replace them.158 
6 Shaping Options for an AI-supported Health Care System 
Taking all the different application areas of AI in medicine into account, seven requirements 
for AI systems regarding data protection and ethical challenges can be summarized: 
1. AI must not turn people into objects; fully automated AI decisions must be limited 
2. AI may only be used for constitutionally legitimate purpose and may not be used for 
any purpose other than the intended purpose 
3. AI must be transparent, comprehensible and explainable 
4. AI must avoid discrimination 
5. AI must apply to the principle of data minimization 
6. AI needs accountability 
7. AI needs technical and organizational standards159 
There is still a long way to ensure all these requirements in the future. However, some rec-
ommendations can be given for the design of an AI-supported health care system. 
6.1 Standardized, High-Quality Data 
First of all, standards and norms for the use of data for AI applications have to be developed. 
Guidelines for compliance with developed standards should also be encouraged. Thereby, 
 
154 Cf. Bendel (2019), p. 312f. 
155 Sharkey / Sharkey (2012), p. 29. 
156 Sharkey / Sharkey (2012), p. 29. 
157 Cf. Kreis (2018), p. 225f. 
158 Cf. Gießelmann (2017), p. 402. 
159 Cf. DSK (2019), p. 3f. 
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EU-wide solutions should be preferred to national solutions.160 The availability of high-qual-
ity data is a basic requirement for the use of AI systems. Data must be collected in machine-
readable form, annotated in a standardized structure and be available in sufficient quantity.161 
In order to enrich possible data sources, a possibility to donate medical health data and make 
them available for research should be created. With these recommendations, a high data qual-
ity can be ensured through standards which enables transparency and explainability and 
avoids discrimination. Through a regular compliance check it can be guaranteed that the ap-
plications are exclusively used for the intended purpose.162 
6.2 Validation, Approval and Implementation 
Meaningful clinical studies are needed to validate AI applications before their implementa-
tion. These studies should be carried out by EU-wide networks. A high level of transparency 
must be created with regards to the requirements for development and approval. In particular, 
it must be clarified how continuously newly acquired data can be considered in a timely 
manner in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the AI systems. Furthermore, 
technical systems should provide ways to ensure transparency, traceability and comprehen-
sibility of the algorithmic decision before, during and after use. Only then physicians can 
deal with a second opinion of an AI system, because the physician still assumes liability for 
e.g. a wrong diagnosis. Following the dual control principle, fully automated AI decisions 
can be limited.163 
6.3 Political and Social Framework 
The successful use of AI requires an overarching strategy at the highest decision-making 
level. Furthermore, all health care institutions should develop digitalization strategies that 
include the use of AI. The implementation of AI systems in education must also be consid-
ered and knowledge about basic technical relationships must be created. In addition to raising 
awareness of AI among medical staff, a societal dialogue on ethical issues, possible realistic 
benefits and risks should be organized and conducted.164 
 
160 Cf. Frederking et al. (2019), p. 16. 
161 Cf. Schmidt / Bräth / Obermeier (2019), p. 26. 
162 Cf. Schmidt / Bräth / Obermeier (2019), p. 29. 
163 Cf. Frederking et al. (2019), p. 16f. 
164 Cf. Frederking et al. (2019), p. 17f. 
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7 Conclusion 
Artificial intelligence offers great opportunities in the field of medicine. It can be used in five 
different areas of health care, which include prevention, diagnosis, therapy, rehabilitation and 
care. Furthermore it can be applied in health insurances and drug research, however these 
application fields are not considered in the thesis in detail, as the work focuses on the five 
pillars of health care. In these application areas, AI has great potential to improve medical 
care. 
When it comes to prevention, wearables and smartphone apps offer the opportunity to im-
prove the early detection of diseases and to give personalized recommendations for a health-
ier lifestyle to inhibit diseases as diabetes or obesity in general. In order to use wearables and 
apps safely, however, it must be ensured that they are developed using high-quality data. It 
must also be guaranteed that no undesired access to sensitive medical data can occur. This 
could be an opportunity to donate data ± users could agree to donate their data so that it can 
be used for further research and development. Nevertheless, data protection, confidentiality 
of data and data security must be paramount. Furthermore, the technologies must be able to 
demonstrate a high level of transparency and traceability. 
In diagnosis, especially when it comes to medical imaging and radiology, AI already beat 
doctors in detecting different forms of cancer, which offers great chances for physicians to 
get a reliable second opinion. Ethical concerns occur regarding data protection, fairness and 
transparency. It is significant that the GDPR is observed and that quality norms and standards 
regarding data quality and the avoidance of bias are developed. In addition to that, a high 
degree of transparency has to be given to avoid untrustworthiness of the algorithms. Then 
they serve as an irreplaceable tool in medicine. Nonetheless, liability and responsibility 
should always lie with the doctor, they should work together following the principle of dual 
control. 
AI technologies can also be applied in therapy. They can help to develop personalized ther-
apy recommendations based on patient data and can even support surgeries in the form of 
robots. Since most surgical robots are tools used by the doctor, there are no questions regard-
ing responsibility and liability in the event of incorrect treatment. If it is an autonomous robot, 
the liability lies with the developer or even the hospital. Questions of liability must be set out 
in EU-wide policies and standards. 
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In medical rehabilitation, exoskeletons are mainly used to improve the mobility of patients 
after a stroke, for example. Here, data is collected which again offers the opportunity of data 
donation. However, data protection and data security must be priority, as society is concerned 
about who can gain access to sensitive health data. 
The use of artificial intelligence in care raises a huge amount of ethical questions and chal-
lenges, as there are numerous different types of curing robots which are applied in different 
areas. Curing robots offer the possibility for elderly to live independently at home for longer. 
The\ can alVo UelieYe nXUVeV in old people¶V homeV of UoXWine WaVkV and WhXV VXppoUW Whem in 
their daily work, so that they have more time for interpersonal activities. They can also serve 
as therapy robots. This topic is controversially discussed and there is still a long way to go 
before appropriate norms and standards are set. Questions regarding morality, autonomy of 
the patient and the robot and dilemma situations arise. It is difficult to comprehend decisions 
made by the robots, since there is no transparency of the algorithms. Regulations for the 
VWoUage of daWa mXVW be giYen. In addiWion, a balance mXVW be foXnd beWZeen Whe paWienWV¶ 
own freedom of decision and the autonomy of the robot. With regard to dilemma situations, 
it must be regulated who decides in advance what is ethically and morally correct and how 
this is then programmed accordingly. 
In summary, it can be said that most of the applications are currently still being used little or 
as prototypes and the necessary experience is still lacking. Nevertheless, society will not be 
able to avoid accepting the use of artificial intelligence in medicine, as many studies show 
the great opportunities for its use and its great potential for improving health care. However, 
it will still take time before EU-wide standards and policies are developed and observed, as 
the topic is complex and the different requirements regarding transparency, comprehensibil-
ity and explainability hard to meet. The design options mentioned are a good way of meeting 
the requirements. EU-wide standards and norms regarding data quality and data minimization 
and regular checks on compliance with these standards, as well as the possibility of data 
donation, prevent discrimination and are a good way to make the algorithms more easily 
explainable. Transparency must be ensured before, during and after the use of the algorithms 
and these must be continuously improved. In order to promote a responsible use of the tech-
nologies, the topic must already be included in the training of medical personnel. Only then 
AI can be used in the medical field to both improve the health care system and to comply 
with ethical guidelines.
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Appendix A 
Table 6: Milestones of Artificial Intelligence 
Maturing Process of AI 
1943 McCulloch 
Pitts 
Development of a model of artificial neurons to show that the interconnection 
of binary neurons can represent simple propositional logic functions (AND, 
OR; NOT«) 
First model recognized as AI today. 
Proposition: Appropriately defined networks can be capable of learning 
1949 Hebb Hebbian Theory: Learning in the human brain can be represented as a mathe-
matical product 
1950 Turing Article: Computing Machinery and Intelligence. Introduction of the Turing 
test, machine learning, genetic algorithms and reinforcement learning. 
Birth of AI 
1955 Newell 
Simon 
Development of the Logic Theorist. The system proved nearly 40 theorems 
inclXded in PUincipia MaWhemaWica (WhiWehead and RXVVell¶V fXndamenWal 
monograph) 
1956 McCarthy Workshop in Dartmouth (USA) regarding Automata Theory, neuronal net-
works and intelligence. The name Artificial Intelligence was first instructed. 
Early enthusiasm 
1958 McCarthy Definition of high-level programming language LISP. Used as programming 
language for AI applications 
1958 McCarthy Launch of essay Programs with Common Sense 
1959 Newell 
Simon 
Shaw 
General Problem Solver, GPS imitated human thoughts and was able to solve 
variety of formal problems: symbolic integration, playing Towers of Hanoi 
puzzle, etc. 
1959 Gelernter Development of Geometry Theorem Prover 
1960s - Simulation of cognitive abilities and intelligence is possible 
Reality 
1960s 
- 
1970s 
- High investments in general language translators; however failure of most pro-
jects 
- Discontinuation of support for most AI projects, as they do not show the pre-
dicted success 
Knowledge based expert systems 
1969 Feigenbaum 
Buchanan 
Lederberg 
Development of DENDRAL, the first successful knowledge based expert sys-
tem 
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1976 Feigenbaum 
Buchanan 
Shortliffe 
Development of MYCIN for diagnosis of infectious blood diseases 
AI becomes an industrial sector 
1980s - Hundreds of companies build expert systems, recognition systems, robots as 
well as special soft- and hardware 
1981 - The ³fifth generation project´ in Japan is started, with the goal of building an 
intelligent computer with PROLOG 
1982 McDermott Use of the first successful commercial expert system R1 in Digital Equipment 
Corporation saves more than 40 million US dollars for the company 
Renaissance of neuronal networks 
1985 Among others: 
Rumelhart 
Hinton 
Sejnowski 
Getting back to the in 1969 addressed backpropagation learning algorithm and 
application to several learning problems in mathematics and psychology 
1986 Sejnowski 
Rosenberg 
NETtalk: A system capable of reading English texts aloud 
AI in the past 30 years 
1997 IBM Chess computer Deep Blue defeats world champion Gary Kasparov 
2006 - Service Robotics becomes a major research area in AI 
2009 Google Start of developing self-driving cars 
2011 IBM ³Watson´ beaWV WZo hXman championV on Whe WeleYiVion game VhoZ ³Jeop-
aUd\!´. AI able Wo XndeUVWand naWXUal langXage and can anVZeU difficXlW qXeV-
tions 
2015 Daimler First autonomous truck on the highway 
2015 Google Self-driving cars have driven over one million miles 
2015 - Image classification possible through Deep Learning 
2017 Google Go program AlphaGo by Google DeepMind beats the world champion 
 
Source: Cf. Ertel (2017), p. 6f & Cf. Russel / Norvig (2011), p.39-52. 
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